
iLit Vocabulary- Unit 2.18 - 2.23 

 

Vocabulary 
Word 

Definition: 

1. confided v. to tell secrets to someone you trust. 
EX: I confide in my brother about the broken lamp. 

2. 
eavesdropped 

v. to listen to another’s conversation without them 
knowing. 
EX: Saint eavesdropped on his parents as they argued. 

3. argument n. a discussion that takes place when people do not 
agree. 
EX: I had an argument with my sister about whose turn it 
was to do the dishes. 

4.conversation n. when people talk back and forth to each other in a 
friendly manner. 
EX: Lisa and I had a nice conversation about going to the 
zoo. 

5. compromise v. to “meet in the middle” or make a deal in order to 
proceed. 
EX: It was best to compromise and share the candy bar 
rather than fight over it. 

6. clenched v. to hold onto tightly or squeeze. 
EX: I clenched my fist when I got the shot in my arm. 

7. intentionally adv. to do on purpose, not an accident 
EX: I intentionally painted the house blue. 

8. mandatory adj. required to 

EX: It is mandatory that children get an education. 

9. provisions  n. necessary supplies, especially food 

EX: I gathered my provisions for the camping trip. 

10. identical adj. exactly alike 

EX: The identical twins wore the same dress. 



11. vacant adj. empty; not occupied 

EX: The seat on the bus was vacant. 

12. category n. one of the divisions or groups used to classify 
something. 
EX: A genre is a category or types of books. 

13. upgraded v. raise to a higher position or status. 
EX: They upgraded the storm to a hurricane. 

14. inflatable  adj. able to fill with air 

EX: The ball was inflatable. 

15. avoid v. keep away from 

EX: She will avoid the mud. 

16. code n. a system of secret writing  
EX: The lock has a code that only I knew. 

17. subject n. something thought about, discussed or investigated 

EX: The subject of the article is pollution. 

18. survey v. look over, view or examine 

EX: The art students surveyed the paintings in the 
museum.  

 

Domain-specific words: Many fields of knowledge have their own 
vocabulary. For example certain terms may be used in a certain subject. 
Ex: Math- sum, divide, equivalent  
      Science- hypothesis, spectrum, stratosphere  
In “Saint Louis Armstrong Beach” we see domain-specific vocabulary for 
weather, music and hospitals. 
 


